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1. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
Consider a system F of partial differential equations defined in a region 
R of (X, t) space. Suppose that F contains one or more parameters 01. A 
regular solution U of F in R corresponding to a parameter, say a,, , is defined 
as a system of functions which are continuously differentiable in R as many 
times as warranted by the derivatives appearing in F, and which satisfyF in R. 
We will call U a “generalized solution” of F in R corresponding to the para- 
meter 01s if U satisfies an appropriate system of integral relations, formed for 
(Y = 01s , which is equivalent to F if U is sufficiently continuously differen- 
tiable in R. 
Suppose F is a first order quasi-linear differential system, linear in the 
first derivatives, in which each left hand side is a sum of expressions one of 
which is a polynomial in the unknowns whereas the others are first order 
partial derivatives of such expressions. Consider a sequence { Uz} i = 1, ... 
of regular solutions of this quasi-linear system F in R which correspond to a 
sequence of parameter values (ai} respectively. Suppose that {Vi} converges 
almost everywhere in R and is uniformly bounded there and that CY< ---f 01s .
It is known that if U is sufficiently continuously differentiable in R then U 
is a regular solution of the quasi-linear system F in R for the value 01 = LY,, [I]. 
If the condition of sufficient differentiability on the limit system U is 
dropped then U is a generalized solution of the same system in R for 01 = a,, . 
These theorems, on the limit functions of a sequence of solutions with no 
assumptions about the convergence of the derivatives, which trivially hold for 
the first order quasi-linear differential system F can be expected to hold only 
for severely restricted types of nonlinear systems. In this paper such a theorem 
is proved for the nonlinear differential system of magneto-fluid-dynamics 
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which, unlike the first order quasi-linear differential system F, contains terms 
quadratic in the first derivatives of the velocity and magnetic field. The point 
of this theorem is that nothing is assumed about the convergence of the 
derivatives of Ui and Bi . 
$ + (P4.i = 0, i= 1,2,3 (i.1) 
where 
Dij = &(~i,j + ~j,i) - %Aij~,,, 
(ii) cijkBk,j = TJi 3 (1.3) 
LC,P $ + pUi,i =LKT,~~ + &D,iDki + u(Ei + EijkUjBk)’ > (1.4) 
P =kAr - 1) PT (l-5) 
Ji = u(E~ + CijkUjBk). (1.6) 
This system contains three parameters-the coefficient of viscosity p, the 
coefficient of heat conduction K, and the coefficient of electrical conductivity 0. 
L, c, , y and 7 are constants. The space X of magneto-fluid-dynamics is a 
Euclidean space of three dimensions and it is assumed that all flow velocities 
are small in comparison to the velocity of light so that the relativistic effects, 
such as the displacement currents in Maxwell’s equations, may be neglected. 
We have also assumed that the fluid is electrically neutral. The requirement 
B,,< = 0 has been imposed as the initial condition [2]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
By an “admissible sequence of flows” we will mean a sequence of regular 
solutions of (1 .l)-(1.6) in a fixed bounded region R of space-time with the 
following conditions satisfied: 
,u, K, and 0 converge to zero along the sequence. 
p, ui , p, Bi , and Ei converge almost everywhere in R and 
are uniformly bounded there. 
The density and pressure are uniformly bounded away 
from zero in R. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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It follows from (1.5) and (1.6) that in an admissible sequence of flows the 
temperature and current sequences converge almost everywhere in R. 
Furthermore, the temperature sequence has positive uniform bounds above 
and below in R. 
We will use arbitrary functions of certain classes having a compact support 
in R. For examplef(x, t) E C’ in R means thatf(x, t) is continuously differen- 
tiable in R and vanishes outside a compact subset C in R. It is assumed that 
the boundary of C admits the use of Gauss Green theorem. 
Z(t) will denote a moving surface in R and G will represent its coordinate 
velocity along the unit outward normal. Let Z(t) be given by 
xi = Yyul, 9, t), i= 1,2,3 (2.4) 
where ul, u2 are the curvilinear coordinates of the surface. The functions !P 
are continuously differentiable in R and the surface Z(t) is regular in the 
sense that the functional matrix /I ZP/aua j/a=1,2 has always rank two. The 
coordinate velocity G and the unit outward normal to Z(t) in ordinary 3-space 
are given by 
ni = -&?( , 
i= 1,2,3 
j= 1,2,3 (2.5) 
where @,t = @/at. 
We will also have occasion to use components of the unit outward normal 
to both sides of Z(t) in space-time. These are defined by the following rela- 
tions: 
vlt - ~Tg$&i@~ 7 V2t = - V1t , 
(2.6) 
3. THEOREM. 
The limit functions of an admissible sequence of flows of the system 
(I .I) - (1.6) are its generalized solutions corresponding to p = K = o = 0. 
If the limit functions suffer jumps across a 3-manifold in R, then there exist shock 
relations between them on the manifold. 
For the proof of this theorem we will need the following auxiliary results: 
LEMMA 1. For any continuously differentiable function f(x, t) in R, 
df a 
P yI& = z (Pf> + (Pf%),i * 
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PROOF. Multiplying (1.1) by f(x, t) and adding p (dfldt) on both sides 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. i’fg(x, t) is continuously differentiable in R andf(x, t) E C’ in R, 
then 
.r,j f g dxdt = - j,s zg dxdt, 
dx = dx,dx,dx, 
is R fg,idxdt = - j R f,ig &it. j 
PROOF. To prove this lemma we first write the following identities: 
s,j f g dxdt = j,j ; (fg) dxdt - j,l gg dxdt, 
and 
jnj~.ldxdt = i‘,r (fg),, dxdt - j,j~~gdxdt. 
The application of Gauss Green theorem to these identities together with 
the fact that f vanishes outside a compact subset C in R proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3. For a definite function f(x, t) E C” 
CL ss f,pijuidxdt -+ 0, R 
along an admissible sequence of flows. 
PROOF. If one applies the Schwarz inequality to the given integral, 
one obtains 
~ 1 jRj~iDiluidxdt 1 ~ [~ j,s (f,jDii) (f.kDik) d~dt]1'2 [~ jRj up,d3Edt]"f 
(3-l) 
The second radical on the right goes to zero along an admissible sequence of 
flows for a fixed function f. Thus it suffices to show that the quantity under 
the first radical sign is bounded along an admissible sequence of flows. On 
applying the Schwarz inequality to [p JR s ( f,jDij) ( f,eDir) dxdt] one easily 
obtains 
O<P ss 
R ( fejDij) ( f,kDik) dxdt < 3pA2N j j 9 dxdt, (3.2) 
C 
where A is an upper bound on f ‘; Nan upper bound for T along the admissible 
sequence in R, and C the compact subset outside of which f is zero. To 
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deduce that the right hand of (3.2) is b ounded for a Iixedfalong an admissible 
sequence of flows in R, we will need an integral relation for the entropy. 
By virtue of (1 .l), (1.4) (1.5), together with the use of the identity: 
and Lemma 1, we obtain 
+ -+ pi + %fkf@k)2, (3.3) 
where 
s = Lc, log 
T 
( 1 --pi-’ P 
If one now multiplies (3.3) by f(x, t) E C”, integrates over R, then by 
using Lemma 2 one obtains 
- $s - f,ipsui - f,i&K log T - +-f(& + E~~~u,&.)~] dxdt 
T .T Yxz LK -+ + 2p +] dxdt. (3.4) 
The left member of (3.4) is bounded along an admissible sequence of flows 
for each fixed f. Therefore for each f E C” there is an M,(f) such that 
q dxdt 1 < M,(f), 
holds for all admissible sequences of flows. 
For any compact subset C of R which may occur in connection with (3.2) 
there is an f * E C” such that f * E 1 in C. Hence 
1 < 1 lR/f*p 9 dxdt 1 < M(f*). (3.5) 
This proves that the right hand side of (3.2) and therefore the first radical 
in (3.1) is bounded along an admissible sequence of flows for a fixed f. This 
proves Lemma 3. 
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the proof of the theorem. 
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4. INTEGRAL RELATIONS FOR FLOW VARIABLES 
Multiplying (1.1) by an arbitrary functionf(x, t) E C’ and integrating over 
R one obtains 
j, jf [g + (PG] dxdt =0. 
The application of Lemma 2 to this integral relation gives 
SSI R p z + f,ipui] dxdt = 0. (4.2) 
This holds for any pair of functions ui and p which satisfy (1 .I). On the other 
hand if a pair of functions ui and p satisfy (4.2) and are continuously differen- 
tiable, then we can go, by Lemma 2, to (4.1) and by using the basic lemma of 
calculus of variations [3] one easily obtains (1 .I). Thus for continuously 
differentiable functions, (4.2) is completely equivalent to (1 .I). 
Eliminating Ji between (1.2) and (1.3)(n) and using the identity 
one obtains 
p 2 = - p,i f T-l(Bi,j - Bj,i) Bj + 2pDij.j 17 # 0. (4.3) 
Here if we apply Lemma 1 to p (duJdt), form the inner product of both 
members of (4.3) with an arbitrary vector fieldf,(x, t) E C”, and then integrate 
over R, we obtain 
j, jfi[ - P,i + ~‘(Bi.7 - B,,J Bj + 2pDij,j] dxdt 
= jR jfi [$ C.P~ + (PV&] dxdt. (4.4) 
By Lemma 2 this integral relation is further transformed into 
SJ-[ R fi,iP + fi.jpWj + i T-l(Bj fi,i - 2B, fi,j) Bj + p*i g] dxdt 
=- J,J /J[ fi.dG +fi,fiUj - +fi,ik”k] dxdt. (4.5) 
If a set of functions ui , p, p, and Bi satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) in R, then they 
satisfy (4.5) in R. On the other hand if a set of functions zii , p, p, and Bi 
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satisfies (4.5) and if these functions are sufficiently continuously differentiable 
then it can be easily shown by Lemma 2 and the fundamental lemma of 
calculus of variations that they satisfy (1.2). 
By carrying out an analogous analysis for (1.3) one finds 
(9 fS[ c<jkfi,Pk 
ati 
+ Bi at I 
dxdt = 0, 
R 
and (4.6) 
(ii) J 
R 
J [~kfi,jB, + ~Jdfi] dxdt = 0, 
hold for all functions Ei , Bi , and Ji which satisfy (1.3). On the other hand if 
these functions satisfy (4.6) and if B, and E, are continuously differentiable 
then, as before, it can easily be shown that Ei , Bi , Ji satisfy (1.3). 
Lastly we derive a fourth integral relation but not directly from (1.4). We 
will first derive a differential equation which together with (1.2) is completely 
equivalent to (1.2) and (1.4). Multiplying (1.2) by ui , sum on i, and using 
K = $ uiui , we obtain 
p $ = - Uip,i + l ijkUi JfBk + 2p(Dijui),j - 2pDijDii s (4.7) 
On combining (4.7) with (1.4) one obtains 
p $ (K + LcvT) + (PUi),i = &(Di+~),i + LKT,,i + l ijkUiJjBk 
+ u(Ei + Ei.+kUjBk)‘* (4.8) 
Repeating the same method which we used to obtain (4.2), (4.5), and (4.6) we 
obtain from (4.8), for arbitrary f E C”, 
j, j [PC? g +f,d& +h~] &it 
zzz 
SJ 
2pDijui fsjdxdt - 
R ss 
ciiK fui JjB,dxdt 
R 
- J” 
R 
J” LKf,iiTdXdt - J” J” fo(Ei + EijkUjB,)’ dXdt, 
R 
(4.9) 
where Q = K + Lc,T. Thus if ui , p, p, T, Jz , Ei , and Bi satisfy (1.2), (1.3), 
and (1.4), then they satisfy (4.9). On the other hand if these functions satisfy 
(4.9) and (4.5) and are sufficiently continuously differentiable then they can 
be easily shown to satisfy (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4). 
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Thus we have shown that for sufficiently continuously differentiable 
functions the integral relations (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), and (4.9) are completely 
equivalent to (l.l), (1.2), (1.3), and (1.4) respectively. 
5. INTEGRAL RELATIONS SATISFIED BY LIMIT FUNCTIONS OF AN 
ADMISSIBLE SEQUENCE OF FLOWS 
It may now be observed that the integrands in (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), and (4.9) 
remain bounded, for a definite function f, along an admissible sequence of 
flows with the possible exception of the integrand of JRJ2pf,jDiiuidxdt. 
However, by Lemma 3 this integral goes to zero, for a definite function f, 
along an admissible sequence of flows. Therefore by Lebesgue’s theorem on 
bounded convergence we obtain from (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), (4.9), (1.5), and (1.6) 
the following system of integral relations satisfied by the limit functions of an 
admissible sequence of flows [4] 
.rS[ af P z +f,ipu,] d&t = 0, fE C' R (5-l) 
hip +fi,Pi'G + ++(Bjfi,i - 2B,fisi) Bj + pui $&-I dxdt = 0, 
(9 SS[ R wfi,i& i- 4 at a] dxdt = 0, 
(ii) 
ss 
tiik fi,iB,dxdt = 0, 
R 
jRJ [PQ g +f.ipQui + f,iuiP] dxdt = 0, 
P =kJ(r - 1) PT 
Ji = 0. 
f EC” (5.2) 
fEC’ 
(5.3) 
fEC’ 
fEC (5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
6. DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM SATISFIED BYTHESMOOTH LIMIT FUNCTIONS OFAN 
ADMISSIBLE SEQUENCE OF FLOWS 
In this section it will be shown that the limit functions, of an admissible 
sequence of flows, whenever they are sufficiently continuously differentiable 
satisfy the differential system obtained from (1.1) to (1.6) by merely omitting 
the terms invoIving viscosity, heat conduction and electrical conductivity. Let 
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R, CR be a region in which the limit functions are sufficiently continuously 
differentiable and let P be point in R, . Then, by Lemma 2, it follows from 
(5.1) to (5.6) that the limit functions satisfy the following system of integral 
relations: 
(9 
(ii) 
j,,lf [$ + b&j &it = 0, (6.1) 
(6.2) 
j,,sft [w%,, + ‘+] dxdt = 0, 
II R, fte&k,&dt = 0, 
(6.3) 
j,jf [&Q) + (~Q4.i + (wh] dxdt = 0, (6.4) 
P =wY - 1) PT 
Ji = 0. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
The terms involving the limit functions Bi in (6.2) drop out because all 
such terms are equivalent to cijk JjBk and this term goes to zero, by virtue of 
(5.6), along an admissible sequence of flows. 
Since the bracket expressions are continuous at P E R, , therefore they 
must vanish at P. Hence at P we have 
g + (P4.r = 0, 
a 
P.i + tP&>.j + z (Pi) = 0, 
EtjkE,.j + $ = 0; %jk B - 0, ?c,j 
& (PQ) + (~Q4.i + tut~).i = 0, 
P =kl(Y - 1) PT 
Jt =O. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
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The direct application of Lemma 1 to (6.8) and (6.10) and a simple 
calculation gives 
(6.13) 
dT 
J&P --$- + P%,i = 0. 
Thus if a sequence of flows in a bounded open region R converges almost 
everywhere in R and is uniformly bounded there and if the viscosity, heat 
conduction, and electrical conductivity go to zero along the sequence and 
furthermore if the matter density p and the pressure p are bounded away 
from zero, then the limit functions satisfy the system (6.7), (6.9), (6.11) (6.12), 
(6.13), and (6.14) in an open region R, where they are continuously differen- 
tiable. The last mentioned system is just the one obtained by omitting viscos- 
ity, heat conduction and electrical conductivity from the system (1 .l)-( 1.6). 
7. DERIVATION OF SHOCK CONDITIONSFROM THE INTEGRAL RELATIONS 
Suppose that in a bounded open region R of an admissible sequence of 
flows there is a simply connected region r with boundary S. Suppose further 
that I’ is divided by a moving surface Z(t) into two simply connected regions 
I’, and Pa . Let S, + ZI and S, + Za denote the boundaries of I‘, and Pa 
respectively; Zr = Za = 2 being the intersection of Z(t) with r. We will 
assume that the boundaries of r, and r, admit the use of Gauss Green theo- 
rem. 
Let the limit functions in r, and I’, be denoted by uli , p1 , p, , Tl , hi, 
Blc T En and u2i , ~2 , ~2 9 T2 y J2i 9 4i y E2i respectively. Suppose that the 
limit functions are continuously differentiable in r, and r2 and are continuous 
in r, + S, + Z; and r, + S, + Z2 . 
(5.1)-(5.6) require that certain relations be satisfied between the limit 
functions on Z(t). The terms involving the limit functions Bi , as explained in 
the preceding section, will drop out again from (5.2). Hence we have from 
(5.1)-(5.6) respectively: 
j,j [P, g +LPAC] &it + jr, j [p2 ; +f.i~2~2<] dxdt = 0, (7.1) 
3 
(7.2) 
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Using (6.7) one can easily write (7.1) as 
j,S [G (f4 + (fP,u,i),i] dxdt + [,S [$ (~Pz) + (fp1Upi),*] dxdt = 0. 
(7.5) 
Similarly using (6.Q (6.9), and (6.10), one obtains from (7.2), (7.3), and 
(7.4) respectively the following system of integral relations 
jr11 [(fiP,),i + (fiPlu,+,j),j + g (fiP,u,i)] dxdt 
+ j,J [ (fd.i + (fi/W2i+j).j + g (hP+et)]dxdt ~0, 
(7.6) 
(i> jrlJ [4fiEld.j + 2 (fJ?,i)] dxdt 
+ J,S [+dfiE,,),j + $ (f3zi)] dxdt ~0, 
(7.7) 
(ii) $ 
l-1 
j cijdfiBlk).j dxdt + J 
r2 
j cijdfiBpk).j dxdt = 0, 
J,j [$ CfPIQJ + (fp1Q1ulil.i + (.fuA.~] dxdt 
+ J f [& (fPd2z) + (fpzQzu~i),i + (f+iPJ,i]dxdt = 0 * (7.8) 
r2 
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By applying Gauss Green theorem to (7.5) through (7.8), we obtain 
SS[ ~ f ~lvlt + ~lulivli + w2t + ~2~2~24 ds = 0, (7.9) 
J'j I 6 fi PPli + P1%i"l~vl~ +Plwh + P2v2i + P 2”2iu2jv2j + P2”2iv2t I dS = 0, 
(7.10) 
(9 ii [ I: fi w&~~i + &q, + l i&,,~,i + B,P,,] dS = 0, 
j,?^fieij,[ Bl,vlj + B,,v,j] dS = 0, 
(7.11) 
(ii) 
jzjf[ PIQIVI~ +hQlu,t +%PI) vii +~&?2~2t +(P&~G +u2tP2)v2i] ds=O, 
(7.12) 
where the region of integration has been taken to be Z since the functionsfi 
vanish on S. 
Since the integrands of (7.9)-(7.12) are continuous on Z and since the 
functions fi are arbitrary, these integrands must vanish identically on 2. 
Therefore 
(Pl - P2) "I1t + (PI%< - P2@2i)Vli = 0, (7.13) 
(PI - P2) Vii + (wwli - P2~2i~zi) Vlj + (Wli - PzU,i) v1t = 0, (7.14) 
(9 Q&% - E,,) vu + (B,i - B,J vlt = 0, 
(ii) l idBl, - B2,) “U = 0, 
(7.15) 
(PIQI - P~QJ Vlt + hQlult + ultP1 - P~QA~ - FxP~> vii = 0. (7.16) 
Multiplying (7.13) through (7.16) by 1/Q,; + @,j@,j/z/@,j@,j and using 
(2.5) together with uini = U, , we finally obtain 
Pl(%l - G) = ~2@2n - G), (7.17) 
[PI ni = dG - 4 b4, (7.18) 
(0 Etjknj[EJ + [BJ G = 0, 
(ii) cijknj[BJ = 0, 
(7.19) 
[pun1 =dG - 4 [Ql- (7.20) 
From B,,i = 0 it follows that [B,] ni = 0. Combining this result with (7.19) 
one obtains 
[Bi] = 0 and EijJ+j[EJJ = 0. (7.21) 
409 n/1-9* 
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(7.17), (7.18), (7.20), and (7.21) are the necessary shock relations satisfied 
across the shock front by the limit functions of an admissible sequence of 
flows. u, - G is the relative normal flow velocity on .Z and the square 
brackets denote the jump of a quantity across the discontinuity front; i.e., 
The first three of these conditions express respectively the conservation of 
mass, momentum and energy as the fluid crosses Z. The last condition expres- 
ses the decoupling between the fluid and the magnetic field. 
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